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Initiate a community effort to formulate best practices on 

addressing climate impact stakeholders and citizens 

Too much effort goes in data and models, 

and not enough in reaching out to people

Context

Overall target
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Outline

1. Presentation(s) case studies

Stakeholders in climate litigation 
(Rosa pietroiusti)

Incoporating stakeholder feedback into modelling 
(Annika Schlemm)

2.  Reflections on the open-ended questions

3.  Way forward towards documenting “Best practices on addressing typical 

climate impact stakeholders”
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Reflections on the open-ended questions
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Open ended questions

1. Who are the stakeholders that make up PROCLIAS? -> Build up from work started by Liliana and Gabriela

2. How can we engage other stakeholders outside of PROCLIAS given its diversity and scope?

3. How can we engage stakeholders beyond science-policy interfaces?

4. How do we incorporate recommendations from stakeholders into our impact simulation model 
studies? 

5. How do we develop guidelines on how to address typical climate impact stakeholders?

6. Can we plan outreach/stakeholder engagement activities during the remaining PROCLIAS time?
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Way forward towards documentation
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Way forward – Documenting best practices (Community effort)

(a) Who would like to be a part of this?

(b) Who works with ISIMIP data and interacts/targets stakeholders (and) citizens?

(c) Which indicators are you using to communicate with stakeholders (and) citizens?

(d) What information do you give/get from stakeholders?

(e) How do you monitor or assess the success of our engagement or interaction with 

stakeholders (and) citizens?

(f) How to better link to international initiatives?

(g) Citizen science?
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Way forward – Content

- Engaging stakeholders and citizens

- Open data

- Easy to access/retrieve 

- Proper identification and consultation of stakeholders

- Indicators that are relevant (cfr IPCC)

- Opportunity to support adaptation (at local scale)

- Engage with international initiatives/organisations

- Engage citizens (citizen science -> empowerment-> climate litigation)
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Strategy

 Timeline

 Leading

 Working document – Google form

 Open call to all PROCLIAS members to participate

Anyone willing to replace Ann as a co-lead for WG4?
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Thank you


